Shabbos Times
Candle Lighting: 7:57 PM
Mincha: 7:00 PM
Rav Kook: 8:45 AM
Shacharis: 9:00 AM by David Listhouse
Latest Shema: 9:26 AM
Torah Reading: Michael Friedmann P. 672
Haftorah: P. 1176 by Yehuda Moradian
Musaf: David Listhouse
Sefer Shemos: 7:00 PM
Mincha: 7:50 PM
Mariv/Havdallah: 8:58 PM
Weekday Mincha/Mariv
May 19 - May. 23: 8:05 PM

Youth Groups
ALL GROUPS START AT 10:15 AM
MISHNAYOS AND COCOA 10 AM
Tiny Tots 2-3 year olds
Morah Margalit Tiede in Classroom 1
Gan 4 years-old - Kindergarten
Morah Jordyn Miller in Classroom 11
Junior Minyan 1st and 2nd Grades
Morah Naomi Kastner in Classroom 6
Tween Minyan 3rd-6th Grades
Daniel Fialkoff in Classroom 9
Teens Shmuz and Snacks with teen director, Max Shapiro in Room 7

Kiddush this Shabbos is sponsored by
Michael and Ora Noorani in honor of their daughter,
Lila's Bat Mitzvah

Shalosh Seudos this Shabbos is sponsored
The Shalosh Seudos Fund

Mazal Tov to Lila Brooke Noorani, дщера Оры и Михаэля Ноорани.
Lila attends Beth Tfiloh Dahan Community School and is the sister of Ami and Aaron Noorani. She is the granddaughter of Jean and Michael Pindrik and Shahnaz and Cyrus Noorani. Her hobbies include playing sports, games, dancing, and baking. For her Bat Mitzvah project Lila collected new and used sporting equipment for the organization Leveling the Playing Field. Their mission is to give sports equipment to underprivileged children in low-income communities. If you're interested in donating new or used sporting equipment please feel free to drop items off at the Noorani home, 6911 Granite Ridge Court, by May 27th.

We celebrate the following birthdays this week:
Micha Lewin, Avi Topas, Michael Steinweg, Aviva Kidorf, Dovid Meir Martin, Lisa Martin

We observe the following Yahrtzeits this week:
May 18 / 13 Iyar
Irene Jacob
May 20 / 15 Iyar
Ida Glassband
Dora Koman
May 23 / 18 Iyar
Jules Reitberger
May 24 / 19 Iyar
Marvin Diamond
May 19 / 14 Iyar
Jacques Musman
May 20 / 15 Iyar
Nathan Salzman
Ida Glassband
Paul Setren
Burt Levey
If you would like to give a donation in honor of a yahrtzeit or a Simcha, a minimum of $18 is appreciated

Thank you to everyone who generously donated to the Shul:
- Estelle Levitas in memory of her husband Leonard Levitas
- Irma Pretsfelder in memory of Rabbi Motzen's grandmother
- Mark Zimmerman in memory of his mother, Sylvia Zimmerman
- Carol Mondell-Zimmerman in memory of her mother, Bertha Mondell Shapiro
- Steven Zimmerman in memory of his mother, Sylvia Zimmerman
- Arnold and Nina Allen-Goldberg in honor of Elliot and Harriet Jacob on their new grandson Moshe Meyer; and in memory of Rabbi Motzen's grandmother
- Elliot and Harriet Jacob in memory of Rabbi Motzen's grandmother
- Ellen Saks in memory of her father, Marvin Diamond
- Ruth Sandler in memory of her husband, Joseph Sandler
- Michael Efron
- Philip Marcus in memory of his mother, Rebbetzin Alta Marcus
- Philip and Judy Marcus in memory of Rabbi Motzen's grandmother
- Susan Tomchin in memory of Rabbi Motzen's grandmother
- Leah and Yehuda Bennett in memory of Edan Shai Shapiro
- Miss Marsha and Miss Adele Pashen in memory of their aunt, Eve Rosenbloom
- Cantor Samuel and Evelyn Stal in memory of Rabbi Motzen's grandmother
- Ross Mailman in memory of his father, Yehoshua Falik ben Avroham Moshe
- Sondra Willner in memory of her father, Gerald Willner and her mother, Anna Bernstein

Deepest Condolences to Esther and Dr. Phillip Cohen on the passing of Bernie Cohen.

The Lil' Sisterhood Event has been postponed.

Rabbi Motzen will be out of the office from Monday, May 20 to Wednesday, May 22.